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1.

“ELEVATOR PITCH”

In 50 words, give us a short description of your project.

PARKROYAL on Pickering is a hotel and office in a garden. Located on Upper Pickering Street, the
project is a study of how we can not only conserve our greenery in a built-up high-rise city centre but
multiply it in a manner that is architecturally striking, integrated and sustainable.

2.

BASELINE AND BRIEF

What were the objectives of the project?
What was your client or design brief? What were the latent needs for the design/ project? What were some opportunities
that your client wanted to create? Tell us also about what the situation was like before you intervened, i.e. the starting point
or baseline. These could be in terms of pain points, customer insights, etc. What were some project limitations you had to
overcome?

The client had a clear vision for the project to be a hotel in a garden, drawing from its location within the
Central Business District and proximity to Hong Lim Park. However, the site has its constraints. The long
and narrow footprint proved challenging in the design and planning of the hotel.

3.

DESIGN INTERVENTION

i. What was the design ethos for the design/project?
What was the thinking/ philosophy/ principles/ beliefs/ values that framed your design/ project?

For every project that WOHA does, the firm intertwines profound awareness of local context and
tradition, with an ongoing exploration of contemporary architecture form-making and ideas, thus creating
a unique fusion of practicality and invention.
The firm’s ethos compels them to maintain sustainability for the community. Environment principles
have always been fundamental to their practice, which is guided by a commitment to responsive placemaking and to the creation of an invigorating and sustainable architecture. For them, it is also about
creating a better built environment for living things.
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ii. What was your design process or approach?
How did you carry out and execute the project? Tell us how your process or approach is human-centric, innovation-driven, cocreation-driven, and supported by rigorous research.

On the ground, a contoured podium creates dramatic outdoor plazas and gardens that
flow seamlessly into the interiors. Greenery from the park is drawn up in the form of planted
valleys, gullies and waterfalls. The landscaping also conceals openings to the above ground
carpark while allowing in air and natural light. The top of the podium is a lush landscaped
terrace housing and the development’s recreational facilities, with infinity pools opening up to
unobstructed views of the city.
Lofty four-storey sky gardens bring lush greenery directly to the rooms and breaks down the
scale of the building. Corridors, lobbies and common washrooms are designed as garden
spaces with stepping stone; planting and water features create an alluring resort ambience
with natural light and fresh air. A total of 15,000 square metres of sky gardens, reflecting pools,
waterfalls, planter terraces and green walls were designed. This is double the site area or
equivalent to the footprint of Hong Lim Park.
The crisp and streamlined tower blocks harmonise with the surrounding high-rise office
buildings. They are attenuated into an open-side courtyard configuration, breaking down the
“wall of buildings” effect and maximising views and daylight into the building. Cocoon-like hotel
rooms provide comfort, privacy and glimpses of the city framed by the garden setting. All
guests can enjoy the view of the lush greenery of Hong Lim Park and the landscaped terraces
from their rooms.
Sustainable features give a 30 per cent energy savings in the building operation. This has been
reviewed by Singapore’s Building and Construction Authority which has awarded PARKROYAL
on Pickering with the Green Mark Platinum status, the nation’s highest environmental
certification.

4.

WHAT IS THE OUTCOME(S) OF YOUR DESIGN/PROJECT?

What was your outcome(s)? How well have you met or surpassed your objectives?
If your project has just recently been launched/ completed, can you tell us about early signallers of success?

1.

ENABLING ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION
•
Enhanced brand reputation for client

2.

RAISING QUALITY OF LIFE
•
Integrate effectively into the environment
•
Provide high user satisfaction
•
Increase in sustainability and improved environmental impact

3.

ADVANCING SINGAPORE BRAND, CULTURE AND COMMUNITY
•
Enhanced brand reputation for Singapore through green design

4.

MAKING GROUND-BREAKING ACHIEVEMENTS IN DESIGN
•
Introduce an improved typology with high potential for adoption
•
Enhanced brand reputation for both client and Singapore
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5.

HOW DO YOU KNOW HOW WELL YOU’VE DONE?

Please provide available supporting evidence, for e.g. quantitative, qualitative and/or empirical evidence and sources that are
relevant to your claims in Part 4.

1.

EVIDENCE FOR ENHANCED BRAND REPUTATION
CLIENT TESTIMONY
“An ideal working relationship between a developer and an architect is one where
the architect produces a design fulfilling your brief. The perfect collaboration happens
when the architect crystallises your vision, injects inspiration into drawings and
realises it in the building… PARKROYAL on Pickering has garnered overwhelming
public interest and we see it growing as a new landmark within the existing urban
landscape… Often we see pedestrians, both local and foreign, halting in their steps
to photograph the building.” – Joyce Sng, Assistant General Manager, UOL Group
Limited

•

AWARDS
FIABCI Singapore Property Awards (Hotel Category), The International Real Estate
Federation (2013)
•
MIPIM Asia Awards 2015 (Gold Winner, Best Hotel and Tourism Development)
•

2.

EVIDENCE FOR HIGH USER SATISFACTION
TRIPADVISOR RATINGS
Traveller’s Choice Hotels, Top 25 Hotels in Singapore (18th in ranking) 2017
Traveller’s Choice Hotels, Top Luxury Hotels in Singapore (16th in ranking) 2017

•
•

AWARDS
•
Singapore Experience Awards 2015 (Business Event Venue of the Year)
3.

EVIDENCE FOR INCREASE IN SUSTAINABILITY AND IMPROVED ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT
•
Sustainable features give a 30 percent energy savings in the building operation
•
Solar Pioneer Award, Singapore Economic Development Board (2011)
•
Green Mark Platinum Award, Singapore Building and Construction Authority (2012)

4.

EVIDENCE FOR GREEN DESIGN
•
Unprecedented amount of greenery and landscaping in a high-rise development:
15,000 m2 of skygardens, reflecting pools, waterfalls, planter terraces and green
walls. This makes up 215% of the site area, or equivalent to the footprint of Hong Lim
Park. The scale is unprecedented in a built-up city centre and sets Singapore as a
world leader on the stage of green high-rise developments.
•
Landscape Excellence Assessment Framework 2015 (Outstanding Project)
•
World Travel Awards 2015 (Asia’s Leading Green Hotel)

5.

EVIDENCE IN MAKING GROUND-BREAKING ACHIEVEMENTS IN DESIGN
•
Hotel of the Year, 2013 World Architecture News Awards
•
Singapore Institute of Architects Commercial Projects Design Award 2016
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